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UP 7

Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: Sunon Central Business Building, No.200 Shimin Street, 
Qianjiang CBD, Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, China

Russia Branch & Experience Center
Add: Sky Masnion, No.118 Varshavskoe Road, Moscow

European R&D Center
Add: Brunnenstrasse 156, 10115 Berlin, Germany

USA Headquarter & Experience Center
Add: 525 Technology Drive Suite 150 Irvine CA.92618, USA

India Branch & Experience Center
Add: Floor I & II, 643, Rd Number 36, Aditya Enclave, Venkatagiri, 
Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana 500033, India
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The digital workstation will overturn the human-facility 
interaction in the office space. UP7, with intelligent sensing 
technology and LoRa-based data transmission technology, 
empowers the aesthetics of space, the health of employees, 
and the efficiency of administration management.

UP7 Intelligent master of Multi-task
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Side by side with the innovators,  it accompanies you to climb 
up to the peak with advanced intelligent technology. Users can 
choose freely from sitting to standing. The easy sit-to-stand 
switch helps relax the tired body for multitasks; between a push 
and pull, the enlarged storage space accommodates individual 
and working items, leaving a cleanly managed tabletop for 
higher concentration.
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Awakening the Senses with Beauty 
embedded in the shape
Implementing the beauty of round shapes, the desktop, desk 
legs and hand controls are all presented in a rounded arc shape, 
adding a touch of warmth and softness to the space; the skin-
friendly desktop with skin-sensitive painting makes every touch 
of the body more comfortable, thus creating an extraordinary 
tactile experience. The ubiquitous humanized design completely 
awakens the passion for work in the office.
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Perception to wisdom Response to inspiration
Breaking the monitoring limit with superb sensing technology. 
Sitting postures, body temperature, and even heartbeat rate 
can be monitored with intelligent reminders to help maintain a 
healthy using habits. These reminders are triggered based on real 
behaviors, improving the health at office with intelligent upgrades.

Combination of three major sensing elements

Precisely separating human body and 
the environment

Being able to identify the human body 
at the condition of rest

No image acquisition, no invasion of privacy

<10mA ultra-low power consumption, energy saving
and environmental protection
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During daily office work, the green light is on, 
caring for health without risk.

The 30-60 minutes setting of long-time setting guarantees 
that a warning reminder is triggered when the time limit is 
exceeded. Red light flashing and the slight vibration of the 
desktop give you two flexible alert settings.

Pressing to lift to the set height, healthy working 
can be simply obtained.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Three Steps to Healthy Work

30-60mins
Sedentary reminder
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The display area adopts OLED high-definition digital display 
screen, 360° visible without distortion; the touch area is a 
capacitive touch screen with sensing accuracy of up to 99%, 
making the operation clear at a glance and the response 
extremely fast and sensitive.

Network instructions, white light 
is connected, red light is off-line.

One-touch to adjust 
standing height (preference)

Up

One-touch to adjust 
sitting height (preference)

Down One-touch reset (to 750mm) Setting / OK  button
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The leading level of line management capability, with extra-wide line 
slots, achieves a super line overload up to 16 workplaces. With the use 
of serpentine tube and the bottom-up hidden alignment, there's no line 
interference but more spacious space under the desk.

The integrated flip-top desk box provides a temporary power supply 
module. Plug and unplug at you will, always full of power.

Leading the way Releasing "wire-free" space
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Narrow spaces can also be handled with ease. The single desk configuration fits 
closely to the wall and extends to make the bestuse of every inch of space.
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1243mm/1343mm/1443mm

The leading level of line management capability, with extra-wide line 
slots, achieves a super line overload up to 8 workplaces. With the use 
of serpentine tube and the bottom-up hidden alignment, there's no line 
interference but more spacious space under the desk.

Going beyond, Boundaryless of space
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Desktop/Side cabinet top board Modesty panel Desk understructure/Babinet body/Connection part/
Cable management column/side modesty panel

Upholstered sheet screen

Cable management tube Power socketMesh fabric of screen Screen glass

E-01Q E-01 E-10S-77 S-83S-84S-57 Meteor grey

Meteor greySapphire blue Transparent 
gradient blue

Matte white

Black White

All data is on Back-stage management
Through LoRa IOT technology, digital workplaces are connected to 
the backstage, and multi-dimensional data analysis makes asset 
evaluation and logistics management easy for enterprises. Within 
one screen, you can see the workstation utilization situation at a 
glance, thus realizing the simultaneous optimization of operation 
and maintenance costs, space utilization efficiency and employee 
health management.

TM-CI21 TM-CI30

TM-CI27

TM-CI35TM-CI29 TM-CI42 TM-CI60 TM-CI81 TM-CI62TM-CI82TM-CI80TM-CI83

TM-CI10

TM-CI50

Material 

DZQ80L.H
W1800/2000/2200
*D1750*H700-1270(mm)

DZQ80R.H
W1800/2000/2200
*D1750*H700-1270(mm)

DZQ65.H
W1423/1523/1623
*D700*H700-1270(mm)

DZQ66.H
W1423/1523/1623
*D810*H700-1270(mm)

DZQ66
W1423/1523/1623
*D810*H700-1270(mm)

DZQSLJ
W137*D109*H106(mm)

DZQCWJ
W240*D580*H500(mm)

DZQ67.H
W1400/1500/1600
*D1490*H700-1270(mm)

DZQDLJ
W273*D137*H106(mm)

DFJSXG
Φ25*D1250*T1(mm)

DZQ67
W1400/1500/1600
*D1490*H700-1270(mm)

DZQSXZ
W110*D39*H347(mm)

DZQCDB.B
W894*D518*H70(mm)

DZQCZGB
W304*D54*H28(mm)

DZQSSXX
W126*D60*H314(mm)

DZQCDB.M
W894*D518*H70(mm)

DZQCZWY
W312*D60*H33(mm)

DZQDSXX
W218*D60*H363(mm)

DZQ65
W1423/1523/1623
*D700*H700-1270(mm)

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.

Specification


